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Introduction
White Elephant Safaris was established in 1999 as the Kohrs family’s tourism entity on their
farm “Leeuwspoor” in the Pongola Game Reserve.

Although Pongola Game Reserve was the first proclaimed reserve in Africa, it was only in the
late 1980’s that neighbouring private land owners, here at the foothills of the Lebombos, with
KZN Wildlife and local communities initiated the idea of a larger co-operative conservation
area that included Lake Jozini and surrounding land as one ecological unit.
The shared vision was to conserve this large area; making it ecologically and economically
viable and socially beneficial in the provision of high quality tourism. And so in 1990 fences
were dropped, cultivated lands were handed back to nature, livestock sold and programmes
for the eradication of invader plant species and the removal of man-made structures, initiated.
Re-stocking of the wilderness by private landowners began with the re-introduction of larger
mammal species such as Giraffe, Blue wildebeest, White rhino, Buffalo, Spotted hyaena and
Elephant.
Our Reserve, with its picturesque landscape, shimmering waters of Lake Jozini and the
majestic Lebombo mountains is now, through much dedication and careful management, a
conservation area consisting of 31 000 Ha and has almost all of the indigenous mammal
species found here 100 years ago.
Supporting the re-introduction projects of Elephant, TB free Buffalo and predators in our
Reserve, White Elephant Safaris aims to establish tourism as the most viable and sustainable
enterprise in the reserve and hopes to promote a realisation amongst neighbouring
landowners and tribal communities that conserving this wilderness area in co-existence with
man will ultimately prove to be the best ‘farming’ option in this region.
Game drives, boat cruises, guided walks, Elephant monitoring and other game activities
depart daily from our lodges to explore our fascinating Pongola Game Reserve wilderness in
the company of our enthusiastic rangers and guides. These activities offer our guests the
opportunity to enjoy wonderful sightings and learn with us about the mammals, birds, the little
creatures, trees, habitats and the ecosystems in our wilderness.
White Elephant offers guests an intimate glimpse of real Africa and the challenges facing
wildlife conservation today.

The History of Man
Maputaland is relatively undeveloped today compared with the rest of South Africa, but high
up on the Lebombo Mountains in a cave, is archeological evidence of human remains which
suggest that modern man originated in Maputaland. Border Cave, on the western slopes of
the Lebombo Mountains was first excavated in 1934. Over the years more than 69 000
implements and the remains of at least 5 Homo Sapiens have been recovered. 43 mammal
species, including Elephant, and three extinct mammal species have also been unearthed.
Evidence suggests that human occupation of this cave dates back 190 000 years and that
modern man, as we know him, developed here on the extensive game-rich savanna plains.
The hunter-gatherer tradition of these people continued through the ages. By 1440, the Nguni
people had migrated down from more northern regions and began settling on the Lebombo
foothills. These people, with their knowledge of metal-working, pottery, stock-farming and
crop growing used fires to clear agricultural plots and to improve grazing for their cattle. The
smoke from these fires gave this region its name “Maputaland” – land of smoke.
The first Europeans to explore Maputaland were Portuguese sailors and survivors of
shipwrecks in the 16th century. Later, Dutch and British explorers bartered metal work, beads
and clothing for ivory and animal hides and established trade links further into the interior.
These trade links brought hunters, guns and entrepreneurs to Northern Zululand during the
early 19th century, despite its reputation for being a fever-ridden area. By the 1880’s the
‘golden age of hunting’ was already over. Game had become scarce, due to indiscriminate
shooting, habitat deterioration and increasing human populations. Paul Kruger, prompted by
the declining game numbers, political motives to secure access to the coast for the
landlocked Boer republic and demands by early hunters for controlled hunting, proclaimed the
Pongola Game Reserve in 1894.
This protected area was thus the first government
proclaimed reserve in Africa and second oldest in the world (after Yellowstone National Park
in the United States of America.)

For several years, the boundaries between Zulu, Thonga, Swazi, Boer and British territories
were in a state of flux and not conclusively defined primarily because this region was
considered unhealthy and not particularly desirable. After World War Ι, the Natal colony gave
out farms to returned soldiers in an effort to promote settlement and development in this area.
Cotton was planted and this industry boomed. It was during this time that the railway line
between Durban and Candover (a siding in the present game reserve) was completed. But
the cotton industry crashed in 1929.
The years that followed were punctuated by various agricultural efforts and struggles against
disease; Nagana and the Tsetse fly problem reaching its peak in the late 1940’s leaving
behind it 1000’s and 1000’s of dead livestock and game. After the eradication of the Tsetse
fly in the early 1950’s in a massive DDT spraying campaign, renewed agricultural interest in
this area was stimulated.
In 1954, K.W. Kohrs, after completing his education at Brits Agriculture School, purchased the
farm “Leeuwspoor”. Although primarily a cattle farmer, he was also a great naturalist,
preserving and managing carefully the little remaining game species on “Leeuwspoor”.
As early as 1963, when conservation of wildlife on private farmland made no economic
sense, as there was no demand from hunting or tourism, Mr. Kohrs was awarded the Natal
Parks Board Conservationist of the Year trophy. It was during this period, when world
renowned Ian Player was chief warden of Hluhluwe / Umfolozi Game Reserve, that “Kallie”
Kohrs’ request for 10 warthog for re-introduction on to “Leeuwspoor” was granted and the
‘Return of the Wilderness’ commenced. (Up until the 1980’s the sighting of a warthog by the
Kohrs family or their visitors was a cause for great excitement on Leeuwspoor.)
During the 1960’s the SA Government initiated plans for the construction of the Jozini /
Pongolapoort Dam. ± 15 000 hectares of riverine Guarri bush and savanna woodlands
habitat was bulldozed to clear this area of trees and make way for the dam’s waters.
Today Mr and Mrs Kohrs with veterinarian son, Heinz and family, still live in the original
homestead on ‘Leeuwspoor’, also built after the first World War during the colonisation years
of Zululand.
Mr Kohrs has an interesting room filled with trophies collected over his many hunting years
throughout Southern Africa and can be viewed by request.

Landscape and Climate
The Mighty Lebombos
Rising abruptly before you, across the waters of Lake Jozini to the east, is the Lebombo
mountain range, the start of the Great East African Rift valley which extends for 600km
northwards until it loses itself in the Limpopo valley towards central Africa.

To the eye, the Lebombos resemble a great wall rising some 600m above the plains with an
almost level summit. This summit is about 5km wide and is relatively cool and humidity-free
compared with the steamy plains below.
(See Ubombo Mountain Trail in visitors information guide)
The rift valley was formed some 150 million years ago during the fracturing of the supercontinent Gondwanaland. The ridge is related to the Drakensberg and composed of the
same rock material (basalt) which covered the entire surface of KwaZulu Natal. Massive
erosion over millions of years has destroyed this basalt layer, leaving only the Drakensburg
and the Lebombos. Cavities and rifts in the mountains filled slowly, taking some 60 million
years, with silicates containing various minerals creating colourful bands and swirls to
become Amethyst, Agate and beautiful graphite crystals which today are found in the
mountains.
The Amethysts, usually translucent with a beautiful purple – lavender colour is considered a
very spiritual stone with calming qualities. Amethysts are said to reduce anxiety, impatience
and depression as well as enhance sleep. Agates, also common finds in the Lebombos are
formed slowly, and are symbolic of reliability.
They are said to promote happiness,
intelligence and longevity and a connection with the spirits of nature.
Also of interest is the fact that the Indian Ocean once lapped the eastern slopes of the
Lebombo Mountains. During this, the CRETACEOUS period (60-100 million years ago)
mollusks, ammonite and other sea invertebrates were trapped and fossilized in the seabed’s
and evidence of this can be found in the foothills.
(See Lebombo Gemstone Trail in the visitors information guide)

Lake Jozini – the White Elephant
In the 1960’s, the decision to build the Pongolapoort Dam was made. It was in these years
that huge agricultural developments were being initiated and the Makatini Flats (plains east of
the Lebombos) were identified as a particularly fertile area suitable for sugar cane under
irrigation. The plan was to use the dam water for a massive sugar cane irrigation scheme
using an extensive network of constructed canals and waterways from the dam. The wall
was constructed where the Pongola River cuts through the Lebombo and Ubombo.
Mountains. But the construction of the dam had many obstacles and was the
cause of much political, ecological and economic controversy. A large portion of South
Eastern Swaziland became flooded with the water as the dam began to fill, and this loss of
land became a political issue, which was only recently resolved when a water scheme that
supplies Swaziland with water from the dam, was completed at the expense of the SA
Government. The huge irrigation
system with its canals cost more to build eventually, than the dam wall itself and naturalists
can name many negative impacts that the damming of the Pongola River has had on the
ecology of Maputaland as well as the rural communities. An annual release of dam waters
has been implemented to simulate the natural flooding of the Makatini Flats, but the unstable
and fluctuating levels of the dam waters is now proving to be detrimental to the dam’s ecology
– fish populations are unstable, hippo and crocodile breeding sites are affected as are the
nesting sites of water birds.
The dam wall and sluice gates, too, are flawed and still a topic of discussion amongst the
locals, civil engineers and interested individuals with knowledge of the dam’s controversial
existence.
But then, this scenic wilderness area, would not exist were it not for this “White
Elephant” (Jozini / JG Strydom / Pongolapoort Dam) and vast sugar cane fields would
probably have spread along the course of the Pongola River – so, instead of the huge body of
water at the foothills of the Lebombos, there may have well been a ‘sea’ of green sugar cane!

Durban – Golela Railway
Although mostly regarded as a great shame, the 28km railway line that transects the Pongola
Game Reserve has to be seen as an example of co-operative co-existence between modern
man and wildlife. Until recently, the train, together with human hunters, has been the
reserves only wildlife ‘predator’. By having removed the cattle fence on either side of the
track in the early 1990’s, game has been given free movement to cross the track. However,
according to our ongoing survey, every year many animals are killed by the trains. The
Reserve has lost, due to the railway line, White Rhino, Elephant, Buffalo, Giraffe, Zebra and
Wildebeest. The most common ‘victims‘ are Kudu, Nyala and Reedbuck.
The main reason for the line, completed as far back as 1926 was that it would open up the
cotton and cattle farming potential of the area.
The trains on this line transport export containers from Zimbabwe, petrol from Durban to
Swaziland, pulpwood from Swaziland to Richards Bay, potash and fertilizer to Zimbabwe and
Zambia and passengers. Up to 85 trucks are hauled by 37-class Diesel locomotives.
A passenger service between Durban and Maputo (Mozambique) was initiated in 1999
(known as the “Trans-Lebombo”) and the luxury safari trains such as Rovos Rail, have begun
to utilise this route as more tourists are gradually discovering the great wilderness areas of
northern Zululand. Future tourist trains are anticipated with plans to develop the Candover
Station as a stopover in the Pongola Game Reserve.

Vegetation
The Pongola Game Reserve landscape consists primarily of undulating savanna, dissected
by several riverine habitats. Characteristic trees of the savanna, represented by sweet arid
lowveld bushveld, which surrounds White Elephant Safari Lodge and Bush Camp, include the
Marula, Knobthorn, Buffalo Thorn, Tree Wisteria and Umbrella Thorn. The riverine areas are
characterised by Weeping Boer-Bean, Brack Thorn, Tamboti and Fever Trees.

Climate
Pongola Game Reserve generally experiences very hot temperatures on summer days with
temperatures cooling down in the late afternoons and evenings. Spectacular electrical
storms, usually from the South West, are frequent in the summer months (October to
January) and revive the otherwise arid bushveld vegetation. The winter months (June to
August) are warm to cool and very dry with an annual rainfall that does not usually exceed
450mm.
Mammals such as the Impala, Warthog, Steenbok and Kudu are typical of arid lowveld
(sweetveld) while Grey Duiker, Nyala, Giraffe, Wildebees, Zebra and Black-backed Jackal are
common. Buffalo and Elephant also thrive in this type of bushveld.
The distinctive call of the African Fish Eagle is often heard from the lodges whilst sightings of
rare raptors such as the Martial Eagle, Wahlberg Eagle and Bataleur are common. Among
the numerous ‘creepy crawlies’ are the Tree Monitor Lizard, Mountain Tortoise and the African
Giant Snail. Spotted genet, porcupine and water mongoose are seen on night drives.
Due to the Reserve’s dry climate, White Elephant is Malaria free. Cyclonic rainfall does occur
periodically such as cyclone Demoina in 1984 when devastating floods filled the lake from 30
to 90% in just 48 hours.
The Reserve’s low rainfall also allows for beautiful blue skies, many sunshine days and
spectacular sunsets while the warm evenings display moonlight skies and incredibly clear
galaxies of the Southern Hemisphere.

Some mammals of Pongola Game Reserve
‘Lodge Residents’

The comical Warthog ~ Phacochoerus aethiopicus
A true bushveld dweller, this ‘naked swine of the savanna’ is common in most game reserves.
However, one is rarely provided with good opportunities to get up as close to these comical
mammals as one can at our lodges. The warthog have become accustomed to human
visitors at the lodges and so, particularly in the winter months, can be seen foraging on the
lodge lawns and pathways or resting in the shade of the lodge trees. It is these close up
encounters that allow one to study the characteristics of these odd creatures: their extra
ordinary long eyelashes, their rough bristly mud caked hides and their facial warts. (Did you
know? The males have 4 facial warts while the females only have 2?)
Warthog sleep in burrows at night, holes that have been excavated by the Aardvark. Although
burrows provide safety for warthogs, emerging from their holes in the morning is usually a
risky business; predators are clever to sniff out occupied burrows and patient enough to wait
in ambush for ‘breakfast’. The burrows not only provide safety to their occupants but also
warmth ~ a warthog deprived of its burrow on a cold evening could die as they are very
sensitive to cold.
Warthogs spend a good deal of their time wallowing in mud baths and are frequent visitors to
the hides and watering holes. Because they have little hair, they use a layer of mud (much
like a ‘face pack’) to protect them from flies and ticks. The ticks become embedded in the
layer of dried mud and rub off more easily on rocks (the labelled “White Elephant” rocks are
favourite rubs).
Feeding warthog graze on short grass (the lodge lawns are particularly favoured) and use
their hard-edged snout ‘disk’ to root for rhizomes of grasses, tubers and bulbs whilst shuffling
about on their calloused front knees with rear ends aloft.
Mating usually occurs as the rains end and 160 to 170 days later, as the new rainy season
begins (Oct – Nov.) brand new baby warthog will be plentiful. The estimated warthog
population in Pongola Game Reserve is large: well over 2500!

Evolutionary Survivors
The Impala ~ Aepyceros melampus
Over the ages the impala’s basic form has remained almost unchanged, where- as the
related Blesbok, Hartebeest and Wildebeest, have split into new species at least 18 times
during the same time period. Such evolutionary stability is a phenomenal ecological success
story. Not only have Impala increased in numbers, they have also broadened their range
over the past century, to attain the status of being ‘common’ in just about every game reserve
in Africa.
There were only a few impala left in our reserve (+- 120) when the Kohrs family acquired
Leeuwspoor in 1954. Together with only a handful of Kudu, Nyala, Common Reedbuck,

Duiker and Steenbok, the Impala population soon increased in numbers. Our Impala
population today is over 4000 of which close to 25% are captured annually to re-stock
emerging game farms and private game reserves.
Impala ewes give birth each year in November, when large herds after the first summer rains
can be seen grazing and browsing (mixed feeders), with the lambs congregating in
‘nurseries’. Towards the end of summer, territorial males, pumped up with testosterone,
display characteristic rutting behaviour, consisting of impressive displays of far-reaching
(2km) roaring, explosive snorts and deep guttural grunts.
During the peak of the rut (March, April and May) the Pongola Game Reserve experiences its
best annual seasonal conditions and attractions: Near perfect weather (warm, windless,
sunshine days), exceptionally peaceful and silent nights, interrupted only by sounds of the
African night; the snorts and clashing of horns of impala males, the beautiful nightjar calls and
hyaena cries.

“The living broom of our greatmothers with which they swept
their villages …”
The Spotted Hyaena ~ Crocuta crocuta
No night in the African savanna would be complete without the eerie call of the greatest of all
scavengers ~ the spotted hyaena. Prior to the reintroduction of four spotted hyaena to the
Pongola Game Reserve in April 2000, one small clan of hyaena was sporadically sighted
roaming the reserve.
With the lack of larger predators like Lion and Cheetah, the hyaena plays a key role in
maintaining biological control in the reserve. Often viewed by farmers as unnecessary and
expensive ‘problem’ animals, the reality is that these animals perform a necessary job that is
not easily subcontracted to humans.
Firstly, no hunter can select and dispatch wounded or sick animals as quickly and efficiently
as natural predators do.
Secondly, hyaena clean up the wilderness by removing carcasses, which otherwise would be
a source of illness and epidemics.
Although hyaenas’ commonly hunt during the lambing season (nearly 90% of kills being
impala lambs), they also remove the afterbirth and weak lambs left behind in the veld. This
great cleanser also controls the excess number of jackals in the reserve. All in all, the
hyaenas’ predation costs are easily repaid in the form of a healthy genetic pool and better
overall biological control.

Return of the Wilderness
The African Elephant ~ Loxodonta Africana
Believed by the African people to be more than a beast and to be a spiritual entity, no African
wilderness would be complete with out the largest of all land mammals ~ the elephant. Prior
to the reintroduction of the elephant families to the Pongola Game Reserve in 1997, elephant
had not roamed free in Pongola since the last recorded sightings of three bulls along the
Pongola River in 1897. Today, these highly intelligent ‘grey ghosts’ roam the reserve once
again and are the daily focus of the reserve’s elephant monitoring and research study.
Telemetric equipment receives a signal from radio transmitter collars fitted to each matriarch
and bull, allowing our elephant monitors to track the elephant with greater accuracy.
Elephant society is based on a strong family bond of related females and their offspring, with
a matriarch as leader. Adult bulls join the female herds when sexually active (termed
‘musth’), attracted by adult cows in oestrus. Otherwise they keep to themselves, often in the
company of other bulls referred to as ‘askaris’.
Elephant have an exceptional memory and because of their human-like intelligence, lifespan
and influence on the ecology, the monitoring and research on the elephant, forms an intergral
part of the reserve’s day to day management. A continuous study on the impact of the
elephant on the vegetation in the Pongola Game Reserve is being conducted in conjunction
with the University of Natal and Durban Technicon. In order to self-fund the daily monitoring
and research program, ‘Elephanting’ is offered to our guests in the company of the elephant
field-researcher. This, together with the income from gate entry fees, contributes towards the
Reserve’s Space for Elephants Initiative that also provides assistance to tourism related
projects in the neighbouring local communities.
The preparation, capture and relocation of the first elephant family to the Pongola Game
Reserve can be seen at the lodges on a 45 minute BBC video production called “The
Mission”. Since 1997, fascinating observations and incidents have been recorded, including
events such as the outbreak of two bulls in January 1999; their ‘wanderlust’ journey to and
through the Mkuze Falls Game Reserve; tragic train collisions; and the first ever recorded
‘break in’ of 5 sub adult orphan elephant into the reserve from a game farm some 30km away.
Guests participating in the reserves daily elephant monitoring (‘Elephanting’) can experience
interesting research and elephant management discussions. Ask our rangers for more
information on how to participate.

Space for Elephants needs your support!

Back from the brink
The White Rhinoceros ~ Ceratotherium simum
Comparisons are often drawn between Africa’s two Rhino species. Which is the larger, which
is the more fearsome, and which is the most endangered? The lumbering White Rhino can
easily lay claim to the former ~ males may weigh up to 2300kg, as opposed to the 1100kg of
the Black Rhino ~ but there is no doubt that the smaller animal has the more uncertain
temperament. The population of White Rhino is considered more secure than the Black,
although it is also confined almost entirely to South Africa. Just 80 years after having been
discovered and named by the explorer William Burchell in 1817, the White Rhino had been
hunted so excessively that only 30 individuals remained.

After the establishment of the Umfolozi Game Reserve in 1897, however, its numbers
increased so that by the 1960’s, excess animals were translocated to other reserves; over
3000 have been released into other reserves to date.
Zululand is the stronghold of both the Rhinoceros species, and Pongola Game Reserve reintroduced 12 Black Rhino in October 2006 as part of the WWF and KZN Wildlife Black Rhino
Range Expansion Project. Good numbers also occur in the nearby Mkuze Game Reserve
(45km by road) and Hluhluwe / Umfolozi Park (80km by road), and lodge guests have the
chance to get to see them by having us arrange for you a special day outing with our ranger /
guide.
To follow the tracks of the grass-eating (square lipped) White Rhino – which keeps mostly to
open areas – in comparison to the browsing (round lipped) Black Rhino usually found in
thickets, we can arrange for you to join the rhino monitor on a Rhino Walk on the Dubula
Section on the Pongola Game Reserve. You will be transferred by boat across the lake to
meet the field guide familiar with the favoured haunts of the resident rhino and so chances of
sightings are good. Dung middens, fresh grazing sites and evidence around drinking points
or wallows are among the clues, which assist in the search.

Purple Porcupines
South African Crested Porcupine ~ Hystrix africa eaustralis
The porcupine is one of Africa’s many odd but interesting creatures. Pongola Game Reserve
is fortunate to have quite a number of these nocturnal ‘pin cushions’. Active at nightfall, these
large rodents can travel great distances in search of tempting food (lodge dustbins and herb
gardens are favourites, also tree bark and bones), and are often encountered ambling along
the roads in the reserve. They will speed up to a shambling gallop in front of a vehicle, their
quills raised in alarm, causing them to appear as giant animated pin cushions bouncing along
in the glare of the headlights. When alarmed, a porcupine stamps its feet and rattles its quills
menacingly. Contrary to the common misconception, they do not shoot their quills. Rather,
they reverse or jump backwards into their attacker.

Porcupines live in roomy burrows, either taken over or self excavated with their stout digging
claws.
In courtship the female porcupine solicits the male by backing up to him with her spines
raised vertically so that he has access to her now ‘disarmed’ rear. Usually one or two young
are born in the summer months. These are born with their eyes open, white soft quills and a
distinctly purple body colour!

Down – to – earth recyclers
The Dung Beetle ~ Scarabaeidae
Wherever one finds large dungs pats, one will most certainly find dung beetles. Dung beetles
spend almost their whole lives eating and breeding in dung. And so, when out ‘elephanting’
keep an eye on those large heaps of elephant dung ~ on closer inspection you will find that
these heaps are in fact ‘hives of industry’ with masses of dung beetles scurrying about,
digging and rolling balls of dung. A single elephant dung ball can contain 70 000 individual
scarabs.
Dung beetles are part of the scarab species and were held in high esteem by the ancient
Egyptians as a sacred symbol of resurrection. In the pharaoh’s spirit world, the sun’s rays
radiated from a scarab’s head and its dung ball was the world, caught in an eternal cycle of
daily renewal. This cycle of renewal is what makes the dung beetle such an important role
player in our wilderness and nature’s ecosystems.
A dung beetle’s ‘structure’ is well developed for its functions – it scoops and rakes up dung
and then pats and pushes the ball to a suitable site where the female lays her egg inside the
ball which is then buried. A week or so later the egg hatches into a white grub and devours
the inside of the dung ball. It then lies snuggly concealed in the hollow shell of dry dung.
Here it changes into a pupa that later gives rise to the adult beetle.
In the perpetuation of this cycle of ball rolling, lies the importance of the dung beetles’
ecological functions: By removing fresh dung, the numbers of other insect larvae such as flies
are controlled. The process of excavating and burying dung balls aerates soils and provides
water channels for root systems of grasses. It also distributes the dung to a larger area
thereby providing a good fertilising system for the veld.

Dung beetles are thus vital role players in the rejuvenation of grass and the bushveld and are
considered, along with our elephants, very important creatures in the Pongola Game
Reserve.
P.S. Mind the dung beetles rolling their balls along on the roads in the rainy season!

Lake Dwellers
The ferocious fierce fighter
The Tigerfish (nHlanga) - Hydrocinus vittatus
A major angling gamefish, the striking tigerfish, can be recognised by the bluish sheen on its
back, a series of parallel longitudinal black stripes, intensive yellow to blood red fins with
trailing black edges and a series of 8 large, protruding, sharply pointed teeth.
Aptly described as voracious and fierce, the tigerfish are found in warm, well- oxygenated
water, mainly in larger rivers and lakes, tending to frequent the surface layers where it often
falls prey to the swooping African Fish Eagle. Lake Jozini is the Pongola Game Reserve is
the most southern river / lake where tigerfish are endemic. Although widespread and still
common in certain areas like the Pongola river, tigerfish are declining in most rivers due to
pollution, water extraction and obstructions like weirs and dams that prevent their passage
up- or downstream to suitable spawning sites along flooded river banks and lake shores.
From novice fisherman to expert anglers fishing with a fly, Lake Jozini offers you the ideal
location for a tigerfishing experience of a lifetime, while you enjoy the pristine wilderness
setting that compares favourably to the wilds of Lake Kariba in Zimbabwe.
Lake Jozini fish species list:
Barbel
Bulldog
Butter Barbel
Imberi
Purple labeo
Rednose labeo
Mozambique Telapia
Redbreasted Telapia
Tiger Fish

-

Clarias gariepinus
Marcusenius macrolepidotus
Schilbe intermedius
Brycinus imberi
Labeo congoro
Labeo rosae
Oreochromis mossambicus
Tilapia rendalli
Hydrocinus vittatus

The river horse

The hippopotamus ~ Hippopotamus amphibius
The hippopotamus ~ the Greek word for river horse ~ was given its name because of the
appearance of its head above water, its odd little eyes filled with curiosity, small stubby ears
twitching back and forth and flaring nostrils. But the rest of the creature is pure hippo –
quiveringly obese, unwieldy and clumsy on land, yet moving underwater with surprise ease,
rising and descending at will by controlling the air in its stomach and bouncing under water
along the beds of lakes and rivers.
There are only 2 species in Africa; the large, common variety and a pigmy species, found only
in West Africa, which is not much bigger than a pig.
The common hippo is notably not aggressive, though a cow with a calf can turn nasty and a
hippo surprised on land will trample or bite anything between it and the water.
The hippo spends most days dozing in the water with only the top of its head exposed. At the
slightest disturbance it will sink down to the bed of the river or pool, remaining submerged for
up to five minutes before rising to the surface for a quick gulp of air.
At night it leaves the water to feed on grass and other vegetation on the banks, sometimes
traveling as far up from the lakeshores as the lodge lawns. The hippo’s movements in the
water keep channels open, which would otherwise become blocked by vegetation. In rivers
where hippos have been exterminated, masses of dead vegetation impede the water flow,
sometimes choking it off entirely.
Boat cruises on the lake provide guests with excellent sightings of hippo against the
magnificent mountain backdrop and beautiful fisheagle cries.

The shadow in the water
Crocodile
The ancient Greeks called them Kroko-drilos, “pebble-worms” – scaly things that shuffle and
lurk around low places.
The Zulus call the crocodile ‘iNgwenya’ meaning “the lawless criminal”, but its principle victim
is fish. The Nile crocodile is found in abundance in Lake Jozini. Adult specimens average
about 4 metres in length, but they can grow to 6 metres or more.
The females lay about 40 eggs each year and bury them in sand, where they incubate in the
warmth of the sun, but Hyaenas and birds eat many of the eggs. Those that survive hatch
after 13 weeks and the young crocodiles come into the world fully capable of looking after
themselves. The crocodile plays its part in maintaining the balance in nature, but the horror
of being devoured by a crocodile, a deep-seated fear in man, certainly makes it unloved for its
work.

Night Riders
Bats
Bats are probably one of the most unfairly maligned creatures of all times. Because of their
association with witches, Dracula and other superstitions, they are amongst the world’s most
feared and most endangered animals.
The truth is that bats are amongst the most gentle, beneficial and necessary animals on
earth. Bats are not blind, they’re not rodents, they won’t get tangled up in your hair and they
are not dirty.
One has more chance of getting rabies from your own pet dog and bats clean themselves,
like a cat, after meals. Fruit bats pollinate and disperse the seeds of several hundred species
of plants worldwide and are thought to account for over 95% of forest regrowth in tropical
areas.
Insect eating bats act as nature’s pesticide; one bat can eat up to 600 mosquitoes and other
insects in a single hour!
Bats have life spans of 15 – 20 years and like dolphins, are highly intelligent.
Their droppings (guano) are inoffensive and make excellent garden fertilizer. A healthy bat
indicates a healthy planet!
We have erected ‘bat hotels’ at our lodges so as to encourage bat populations to inhabit
these, rather than the lodge roofs. Also, these little mammals play an important role in
reducing the number of mosquitoes around the lodges.
Common bats that occur in the Pongola Game Reserve are; Wahlberg’s epauletted fruit bat,
Mauritian tomb bat, Angolan free-tailed bat, Egyptian free-tailed bat, Little free-tailed bat and
the Tidant bat. The rarer Cleotis Persevallie bat is found in the depths of the Jozini Dam wall

Taking to the air…
Thermal acrobats of the blue skies
Vultures and Bateleurs
Vultures and scavengers, such as hyaena, jackal and carrion birds, play a key role in
maintaining biological control in the Pongola Game Reserve. By rapidly consuming the
remains of dead animals, they prevent these carcasses from acting as hosts to various
diseases that may spread amongst the wildlife. Vultures that are seen feeding upon a
carcass alert game rangers to dead animals, affording them the opportunity to have a post
mortem carried out by our resident veterinarian. In this way potential disease outbreaks can
be controlled.
The most common vulture in the Pongola Game Reserve is the White-backed vulture,
gathering in large colonies at carcasses. The Lappet faced vulture, the largest vulture
species in Africa, dominates any numbers of vultures at a carcass. Black with distinctive
white ‘trousers’ and white streaked chest, the massive adult is able to tear open the carcass
to enable the others to clean up the rest.
Vultures are heavy birds and rely on air currents and thermals to remain airborne. They soar
to great heights scanning the ground and the movements of other scavenging birds below,
such as the Bateleur. The Bateleur often finds a carcass first and vultures watch their
movement carefully.
(The lighter Bateleur flies at lower altitude and, since they are independent of thermals, are
up and about early in the morning).
While the Bateleur often feeds on carrion, it is also a powerful predator. The ‘bateleur’ is
French for tight rope-walker, and aptly describes the method of flight. The unmistakable
shape of the Bateleur in flight was once an everyday sight over the entire South Africa, but
due to poisoning it has now disappeared from 80% of its former range.

Trees of the Pongola Game Reserve
Lifeblood of the savanna
Trees are as much an integral part of our wilderness as our animals and birds. Although trees
generally do not excite as much attention as mammals and birds, another wonderful
dimension is added to our understanding of nature when trees become part of the ecological
jigsaw that we are piecing together.
Trees such as the Fever Tree with its yellow trunk in the after glow of a hot day or the
quintessential Africa Umbrella Thorn as a backdrop to animals out on the plain, cannot but stir
ones heart with their beauty of colour and form.
Of the many trees which characterise the arid Pongola Game Reserve lowveld, there are
some which feature above their fellows:

Knob Thorn / umKhaya
Acacia nigrescens

The aptly named Knob thorn is the most dominant tree in the Pongola Game Reserve. White
Elephant Bush Camp is positioned amongst a cluster stand of knob thorn trees. The common
name derives from the very distinctive knob-studded trunk and branches, each individual
knob being tipped with a hooked thorn, believed to give younger trees some form of
protection from being easily pushed over by elephant (elephant impact study on the
vegetation in Pongola Game Reserve). The knobs become less with age and are usually
absent altogether in large, mature knob thorns.
The animals of the bushveld are great users of the tree, the pods and the leaves eaten by
monkey, baboons, antelope and especially giraffe which seem to prefer knob thorn veld to
any other.
Elephants, too, enjoy knob thorns, effortlessly pushing over the deep-rooted trees to get at
the succulent shoots and leaves. In doing so they play an important role in making the tree
available to a number of smaller antelopes that would not otherwise be able to reach the
foliage.
Birds also make good use of the knob thorn and it is especially favoured by hole-nesting
species such as hornbills, woodpeckers and barbets.
The wood of the knob thorn is hard and resistant to termites, giving it a durability that is
valued for building (used to construct hide) as well as for fencing poles and, in past times, for
mine props. The bark is used for tanning but has no medicinal value, although in some
communities stakes of knob thorn are smeared with a preparation and driven into the ground
to keep away evil spirits and lightening.
The butterfly, Charaxes phaeus, occurs wherever there are knob thorns, for its larval stage is
dependent on the tree for its food source.

Tree Wisteria / Van Wyks Hout
Bolusanthus speciosus
Particularly pretty when covered with its lilac sprays of flowers in spring – Pongola Game
Reserve has the only known white flowering specimen in the world. For the city dweller, the
tree wisteria is one of the more easily identified trees in the bush.
The wood is white with a reddish heartwood that is hard and durable and termite proof. It is
thus a valuable wood and was used extensively by old settlers and is today still in demand for
furniture. Although a slow growing tree, it is very hardy.

Buffalo thorn / umPhafa
Ziziphus mucronata
The tree of the people, the animals and the birds and insects, this tree is named after the
shape of it hard sharp thorn which curve downwards like the horns of the buffalo. It also has
another two Zulu names because of its significance in Zulu lore; umLahlankosi (bury the
chief) or umMlandabantu (fetch the people). When a chief or a king died he was buried
sitting up and then the grave was laced with the trees’ branches. The grave would also have
an umPhafa boma (enclosure) built around it, so thick that neither people nor the hyaena nor
jackal would be able to penetrate. In traditional medicine it is used in various preparations to
treat ailments as diverse as boils, lumbago, diarrhea and chest complaints.
Magical
properties are also ascribed to this tree. It is believed to deflect lightning so that people
sheltering under the umPhafa tree during an electrical storm will be safe.
The Boers called it the “blinkblaar wag-‘n-bietjie” (shiny leaf wait-a-bit) from its characteristic
leaf which is dull on one side and glinting on the reverse. When the thorns hook into you skin
you are forced to ‘wait a bit’.
A lot of animals eat the berries of the Buffalo thorn: white rhino, black rhino, genet cat,
aardwolf, guinea fowl, francolin, doves, zebra, wildebeest, impala, nyala, kudu, grey duiker,

bushbuck, steenbok, bushpig and vervet monkey. Grey duiker and steenbok browse the
leaves on the lower branches. Slightly higher, the impala and nyala antelope browse at the
next level. The kudu with his lyre-shaped horns puts his head into the tree, twists it huge
neck, and breaks the higher branches. The kudu works for the other animals. Right on top of
the tree the giraffe* eats the leaves, branches and the thorns. (*“Indhulamithi”, the Zulu word
for the giraffe, ‘he who is taller than the trees’.)
The butterfly Texentius melaena breeds on the buffalo thorn.
A large specimen of the buffalo thorn stood high on the north eastern corner of White
Elephant Lodge, until “Douw” the late elephant bull pushed the tree over. Its sprouting vitality
is an indication that the lodge is built on ground with a great deal of energy and fertility. May
your stay be blessed with powers and energy to re-vitalize your spirit.

Umbrella Thorn / African Mimosa
(*Haak-en-Steek / iSithwethwe)
Acacia tortilis
This tree is one that has beautifully descriptive names:
The *Afrikaans name translated means “hook and prick” which is derived from its two types of
thorns: long white straight thorns and small brown hooked ones.
In English, due to its shape, it is called the “Umbrella tree” and being so photogenic has been
used as a backdrop in many safari photographs and films from northern Zululand through to
the great plains of the Serengeti.
Its flowers appear in masses of small round sweet-smelling balls in shades of white to bright
yellow. Its pods, high in protein are a firm favourite with giraffes and monkeys.
The timber, often infected with woodborers, is little used by man except for firewood. The tree
does produce edible gum and local people sometimes string the twisted pods and seeds into
necklaces.
Somewhat of a bush encroacher in the Pongola Game Reserve, our resident elephant bull
“Ngane” pushes over many umbrella thorns in winter, pulling out the roots and eating these
with great passion.

Fever tree / Koorsboom, umHlosinga
Acacia xanthophyloea
It is strange that such a beautiful, delicate tree as this magnificent acacia should have struck
terror into the hearts of the early pioneers. It is a tree that has become part of the legends of
Africa: the tree that breathes the fever on the early sleeping settlers. Col. Stevenson Hamilton
wrote that he knew of men so convinced that the tree was the source of malaria that “they
held their noses when passing a fever tree”. It was many years before it was realised that the
fever was caused by the malaria carrying Anopheles mosquito which favours the same damp,
low lying areas as the tree and not the tree itself.
The pallid ghostly bark of the Fever Tree makes it highly visible and this has given rise to its
zulu name ‘umHlosinga’’: the tree that shines from afar.
In Zululand, as if reluctant to dispel its image, the fever tree only grows near rivers, swamps
and pans. The tree is remarkable not so much for its shape or size, but for the colour of its
trunk and branches, which are yellow – green and smooth and covered with a powdery
bloom.
The tree itself grows to about 15m. The flowers are like golden balls on slender stalks. The
pods are pale brown and flat and appear in small clusters. Elephant can eat the young
branches, leaves and roots; giraffe browse the leaves and pods. The wood is considered a
good wood and because of this many of the best trees have been felled in recent years.
The thorns and powdery bark offer natural protection against monkeys, eagles and snakes,
opportunistically utilized by weaver birds to build their nests. A very large tree filled each
summer with hundreds of weaver nests stands in the garden of the Kohrs family’s homestead
at Leeuwspoor.

Tree Fushia / Huilboerboonboom ~ umGxamu
Schotia brachypetala

One of the most beautiful trees in the bushveld and is most spectacular in September and
October when it is covered with deep red blossoms. These flowers produce large amounts of
nectar which weeps from the tree, hence the Afrikaans name “Huilboerboon” which means
‘weeping bean tree”.
Another reason why the tree weeps is that a species of froghoppe or spittle-bug sucks up the
sap and ejects it; this then drips down the branches like water.

Marula
Sclerocarya birrea
The marula tree is one of the most highly valued trees of the lowveld, a popularity that has led
to its protection all over Africa. Unfortunately elephant are also very fond of the tree,
especially the bark and will strip or ‘debark’ a tree, leaving it to die. Hence, marula trees are
under tremendous pressure in the Pongola Game Reserve. They are the indicator trees
being used in the study monitoring the elephant’s impact on the reserve’s vegetation.
The fruits, which have a rich scent, are eagerly collected by our reserve’s pioneering
conservation legend, Karl W. Kohrs senior, for distillation into traditional ‘mampoer’ or
‘Schnapps’ (alcoholic beverage of high potency.) Samples can be obtained from the lodges.
Should you be more interested in the ‘mampoer’ ask your ranger for a tour of the ‘secret’
distillery at Leeuwspoor. A bottle of the ‘controversial’ Karl W. Kohrs home-brew is an
interesting memorabilia to take back home to be shared amongst good friends.

Invader Plant Species Control Programs

Many exotic plants are a threat to our wilderness areas and urgent eradication programs are
needed to protect our indigenous plant species from being taken over by these aliens.
Eradication is laborious and expensive. Usually the plants must be chopped and the stumps
sprayed with expensive herbicide to prevent regrowth.
Lantana camara Tick berry, Gomdagga
This species is considered one of the worlds ten worst weeds and was first recorded in SA in
1858. The fruit of the weed is a small black berry that is easily spread by birds. Lantana
forms dense thickets, replacing indigenous plants and increasing erosion. Its flowers vary
from pink to orange-yellow and are easily identifiable.
Chromolaena odorata Paraffin weed
A native in South America introduced into Kwazulu Natal in1947 (although was first recorded
in South Western Cape in1858).
It was mistakenly introduced in packing materials
contaminated with the seed that was off-loaded at Durban Harbour during World War 2. It
soon established itself as a weed and invaded even undisturbed vegetation, totally swamping
and replacing the indigenous species and clogging streams.
The leaves have a characteristic smell when crushed and the fine white flowers are quite
distinctive. Other than physical removal and spraying there is hope that a beetle may offer
some biological control but at this stage the beetle has still not established itself in Kwazulu
Natal.
Opuntia ficus-indica Prickly Pear / Turksvy
This is a native of America well known for its succulent fruit. Biological control with cochineal
has been relatively successful on “Leeuwspoor” section but will take a long time to eradicate
this entire species. The fruit is harvested and used, also as a means of controlling the spread
of this plant. The fruit is used to make beautiful deep purple jams / jellies for the lodges as
well as for the brewing of “mampoer” ~ a local variety of schnapps.
Dichrostachys cinerea Sickle Bush
This shrub or small tree with lovely scented hanging pink and yellow flowers, usually around
Christmas time, is also known locally as “Christmas Lantern Tree”. The seedpods occur in
curled clusters and are much favoured by game.
Africans use the leaves, bark and roots against snakebites and relief from pain.
This shrub / tree, although indigenous, has, over years of overgrazing by cattle, become
seriously invasive – bush clearing is important to open up areas again to allow for regrowth of
grass for animals that favour open plains such as the zebra, warthog and wildebeest. Sickle
bush clearing also allows for better game viewing and photographic opportunities.

Responsible Tourism
White Elephant Safaris strives towards Fair-trade in Tourism by supporting various
conservation initiatives, community projects, and social activities, in an effort to help improve
our environment and the daily lives of our employees, surrounding communities and wildlife.
1. Recycling: Regular refuse separation and removal – organic waste is used for
compost to grow own herbs and vegetables; tags off tins are collected for a
Wheelchair donation project; glass and cans removed to recycling plants.Recycled
glasses are used in lodges; ‘Green Glass’ from cut bottles at Bush Camp, and melted
glass blown in Swaziland (Ngwenya Glass) at Safari Lodge.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

Electricity: Low voltage/energy saver globes where possible; minimal use of high-energy
appliances i.e. air-conditioners and heaters (instead warm water bottles in beds on cold
nights); gas and paraffin lanterns instead of electrical lights for outdoors.
We donate used linen and towels to the Ubombo children’s home; stationary, paper,
magazines and books to local schools.
We transport water daily to local community homes especially during drier months.
White Elephant Soccer team: We support the soccer games against local clubs by
providing our staff with time off for matches and transport for team & supporters.
Community Projects: We endeavour to support local community projects such a Ilala
weavers and KZNSA Gallery by purchasing beadwork for promotional gifts & curio
shop sock.
Ongoing in-house training and learning amongst our staff members is encouraged
and funded. Staff are encouraged to share knowledge with each other and work
towards becoming multi-skilled rather than developing skills only relevant to one
particular position.
The money collected from gate fees (occupancy at our lodges directly affects this
income) are deposited into our Game Reserve Space for Elephants Foundation
(SEF) Trust Fund, which in turn allocates this money to local community projects i.e.
funding tourism courses, assisting local schools, etc.
Space for Elephants was set up by WEL, and the eco-activity ‘elephanting’
implemented. 50% of the income generated from this activity by participating WEL
guests is ‘donated’ to SEF (WEL retains 50% to cover costs of fuel, vehicle
maintenance & staff).
Dr Heinz and Mrs Debbie Kohrs, owners of WEL, are the Founding Trustees of
Space for Elephants: www.space4elephants.org
Procurement: Where positions allow for it, we recruit new staff primarily from one of
our neighbouring communities. (i.e. Gumbi, Nyawo or Myeni communities). Project
workers are also recruited from these neighbouring communities through consultation
with local Ndunas/elders (‘Mpakhati’).
Uplift neighbouring communities:
• Staff recruited from these communities i.e. Gumbi’s, are encouraged to live at
home to promote a healthy family/home life. (Shifts are designed around
these workers, they are transported to and from work and they are paid a
housing allowance;
• HIV/Aids is prevalent in this area: A concerted effort is made to discuss and
educate staff about HIV/Aids.
• Regular ‘runs’ are done to the local hospitals for staff to receive medication,
counselling and medical care; We have a fixed arrangement with the local
mobile clinic for monthly visits to the game reserve;
• Zululand Mission Air Transport (ZUMAT) – WEL supports this community
charity service by selling air charters/scenic flights to our guests;
• Local hospital (Bethesda) and children’s home– WEL supports these by
taking guests to visit these institutions as part of tour programmes. Guests
are usually very touched emotionally and leave sizeable donations for these
community services
• Clothing and toys are collected, cleaned and repaired by WEL staff + owners
and distributed to the children in Bethesda hospital and the Ubombo
children’s home over the festive season.
• Film crews / advertising companies that utilize our lodges and location are
encouraged to recruit ‘film extras’ from the neighbouring communities for
which community members receive payment. Suburban Films recently ‘shot’
the new Spoornet advert in and around our game reserve. WEL assisted with
recruiting community members. The Film Co. was also prompted by WEL to
make an sizeable donation to the recently completed community school for
the erection of water tanks and toilet facilities.
• Tourism Awareness (TA) programmes has been donated to local schools and
through SEF we hope to continue this distribution of TA programmes.
• We have hosted training courses (i.e. National Tourism Leadership Project
NCF level 2 learnership) in guiding (cultural) for local neighbouring
community members. We also provide game drives, boat cruises and visits to
the lodges to these learners.
• Eco-tourism talks to high school children on invitation and at National Wildlife,
Conservation and Tourism Workshops in Gauteng.

•
•

WE developed and maintain the SEF’s Research Centre.
Promotion of community projects such as cultural villages for our
guests.

Eco-trips available from our lodge during your visit
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Game Drives
Boat Cruises
Guided Walks
‘Elephanting’
Rhino Walk
Fixed Wing scenic flights (ZUMAT)
Ubombo Children’s Home
Tigerfishing
Game Capture
Day with the Vet
Leeuwspoor Trophy Room
Karl W. Kohrs secret Distillary
Nguni cattle
Day Trips to (all within 100km distance from the lodge);
a.
Mkhuze Game Reserve
b.
Ithala Game Reserve
c.
Hluhluwe Umfolozi Park
d.
Greater St Lucia Wetland Park
e.
Ndumo Game Reserve
f.
Tembe Elephant Park
g.
Kosi Bay
h.
Sodwana Bay
i.
Nisela Lion Park
j.
Ilala Weavers
k.
Vincents Pottery
l.
Ilovo Sugar Mill
m.
German culture tours – Lüneburg, Wittenberg, Augsburg, etc.
n.
Swaziland Craft Markets

For more information on the above activity options please consult your visitors guide or lodge
manager / ranger.

Outdoor activities available on request
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Freshwater Fishing – dams, river and lake
Saltwater Fishing – surf as well as deep sea – along the coast from Cape Vidal to
Kosi Bay
Diving – snorkeling as well as scuba – Cape Vidal, Sodwana to Kosi Bay.
Controlled Hunting (in season only)
Green Hunting / Darting Safaris
Canoeing
Golf – Pongola Country Club

Mammals around the lodges
There are close to 80 species of mammals in the Pongola Game Reserve.
The following animals are most likely to be seen by visitors to the reserve:
(Estimate population numbers given are for PGR South – 8000 Ha)
Banded Mongoose
Black-backed Jackal
Blue Wildebeest
Buffalo
Burchell’s Zebra
Common Reedbuck
Elephant
Giraffe
Grey Duiker
Hippo
Impala

1200
95
260
600
66
75
200
50
3500

Kudu
350
Large-spotted Genet
Nyala
550
Porcupine
Scrub Hare
Slender Mongoose
Spotted Hyaena
16
Steenbok
150
Vervet Monkey
Warthog
3000
White Rhino (Dubula Section) 3 (14)
Black Rhino (Apr 2011)
13

The following are animals less likely to be seen but should be considered a bonus if you do
see them:
Aardwolf
African Wild cat
Antbear
Bushbuck
Bushpig
Bushy-tailed Mongoose

Leopard
Mountain Reedbuck
Red Duiker
Serval
Striped polecat

Caracal
Chacma Baboon
Dwarf Mongoose
Greater Canerat
Honey Badger

Suni
Thick-tailed Bushbaby
Waterbuck
Water Mongoose
White-tailed Mongoose

50

When game viewing, try to look into or through the bush instead of looking at it, as animals
are frequently to be seen in the shelter of a patch of scrub.
Wild animals must not be fed, since this will upset their ability to fend for themselves. They
can become dependent and in extreme cases, even pests.

Common Trees around the lodges
There are approximately 300 species in the Pongola Game Reserve. This list of 50 trees and shrubs are those most
likely to be seen in the reserve. The list is in order following the National Tree List numbers. Several common
bushveld trees have been marked for easy identification on the roads and at the lodges:
3

Encephalartos ferox

Tongaland Cycad / Broodboom

uThobani

8

E. lebomboensis

Lebombo Cycad

isiGqiki-semkhovu

10

E. natalensis

Natal Cycad

umHlungulo

22

Phoenix reclinata

Wild Date Palm / Wildedadelboom

iSundu

28

Aloe barberiae

Tree Aloe / Boomalwyn

inKalane-enkulu

29.5

A. marlothii

Mountain Aloe / Bergalwyn

iNhlaba

103

Ximenia caffra

Natal Sourplum

umThunduluka

104

Portulacaria afra

Elephant’s Foot / Spekboom

iNtelezi

122

Boscia albitrunca

Shepherd’s Tree / Witgat

umVithi

174.1

Acacia luederitzii

Belly Thorn / Buikdoring

umBambampala

178

A. nigrescens

Knob Thorn / Knoppiesdoring

umKhaya

179

A. nilotica

Scented Thorn / Lekkerruikpeul

umNqawe

183.1

A. robusta subsp.clavigera

Brack Thorn / Brakdoring

umNgamanzi

188

A. tortilis

Umbrella Thorn / Haak-en-steek

umSasane

189

A. xanthophloea

Fever Tree / Koorsboom

umKhanya-gude

190

Dichrostachys cinerea

Sickle Bush / Sekelbos

umZilazembe

202

Schotia brachypetala

Weeping Boer-bean / Huilboerboon

umGxamu

207

Afzelia quanzensis

Pod Mahogony / Peulmahonie

umDlavusa

215

Peltophorum africanum

African Wattle / Huilboom

umThobo

219

Calpurnia aurea

Wild Laburnum / Wildegeelkeur

umKhiphampethu

222

Bolusanthus speciosus

Tree Wistaria / Vanwykshout

umHohlo

230

Ormocarpum trichocarpum

Catepillar Bush / Rusperboontjie

umSindandlovana

270

Commiphora africana

Hairy Corkwood / Kanniedood

oZidlaxo

285

C. pyracanthoides

Common Corkwood / Kanniedood

iMinyela

292

Ptaeroxylon obliquum

Sneezewood / Nieshout

umThathe

301

Trichilia emetica

Natal Mahogony / Rooi-essenhout

umKhuhla

341

Spirostachys africana

Tamboti / Tambotie

umThombothi

346

Euphorbia cooperi

Transvaal Candelabra Tree / Naboom

umHlonhlo

351

E. ingens

Common Tree Euphorbia / Naboom

umHlonhlo

356

E. tirucalli

Rubber Euphorbia / Kraalnaboom

umSululu

360

Sclerocarya birrea

Marula / Maroela

umGanu

371

Ozoroa engleri

White Resin Tree / Witharpuisboom

isiFice

384

Rhus gueinzii

Thorny Karee / Doringkaree

umPhondo

399

Maytenus heteropylla

Common Spike-thorn / Pendoring

isiHlangu

402

M. senegalensis

Red Spike-thorn / Rooipendoring

isiHlangwane

447

Ziziphus mucronata

Buffalo-thorn / Blinkblaar-wag-‘n-bietjie umPhafa

450

Berchemia zeyheri

Red Ivory / Rooi-ivoor

umNcaka

458

Grewia bicolor

White Raisin / Witrosyntjie

umDliwampunzi

459.1

G. flava

Velvet Raisin / Fluweelrosyntjie

umHlalampunzi

459.2

G. flavescens

Sandpaper Raisin / Skurwerosyntjie

iLalanyati

462

G. monticola

Silver Raisin / Vaalrosyntjie

umLalampunzi

462.1

G. subspathulata

Hybrid monticola & bicolor

umHlwampunzi

463.3

G. villosa

Mallow Raisin / Malvarosyntjie

iKlolo

532

Combretum apiculatum

Red Bushwillow / Rooiboswilg

umBondwe

564

Cussonia spicata

Common Cabbage Tree / Kiepersol

umSenge

595

Euclea divinorum

Magic Guarri / Towerghwarrie

umHlangula

657

Ehretia rigida

Puzzle Bush / Deurmekaarbos

umHlele

678

Kigelia africana

Sausage Tree / Worsboom

iBelendlovu

689.1

Coddia rudis

Small Bone-apple / Kleinbeenapple

umGogwane

702

Vangueria infausta

Wild Medlar / Grootmispel

umViyo

